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155 Cleo Rand Lane, San Francisco , CA 94124

$ 765,000

Gary DeMars, DRE# 00992902.  
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San Franciscans are familiar with the many microclimates of the city, but few realize that the best weather in town is in the India Basin
neighborhood of Hunters Point, located at the south- eastern edge of San Francisco. When the sun burns away the early morning fog, sweeping
views of San Francisco Bay and the East Bay hills are revealed. 

At the corner of Innes and Donahue Streets, is a collection of contemporary styled townhouses called Morgan Heights. Morgan Heights properties
are located along Jerrold Avenue and a quiet cul-de-sac known as Cleo Rand Lane. While deeded as condominiums, the structures provide the
owner with roof-to-foundation privacy, and very little in the way of sound intrusion from adjacent homes. 

155 Cleo Rand is located at the midpoint of the lane. Originally built in 1989, but thoroughly remodeled in recent years, the home consists of three
levels. The entry to the home presents the first glimpse of the solid acacia hardwood floor, crown molding, large baseboards and fully-cased
windows offered throughout the home. At this entry level, you will find access to the one car enclosed garage and large storage room. Ascending
the stairway, you are taken to the main living area. Immediately, you will see a rear porch that overlooks a common green space. A conveniently
located powder room finished with granite wainscoting is adjacent. Stepping toward the living area, one finds the kitchen with Bosch and LG
stainless steel appliances and black granite tile counters. In the combined living and dining room, a decorative natural slate and ledge panel
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